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Arti�cial intelligence (AI) is fast developing into a ubiquitous technology, with applications

across all aspects of business and society.  Yet as AI becomes more prevalent, the number

of cases where its application violates social norms and values rises. A prominent example

is the 2018 Cambridge Analytica scandal that plunged Facebook into crisis. Behind the

Facebook scandal is an increasingly prominent phenomenon: as more companies adopt AI

to increase ef�ciency and effectiveness of their products and services, they expose

themselves to new and potentially damaging controversy associated with its use. When AI

systems violate social norms and values, organizations are at great risk, as single events

have the potential to cause lasting damage to their reputation.

AI can fail in many ways. We focus on AI ethical failures in which AI technology has been

deployed and caused public controversy by violating social norms and values. For

example, Amazon’s Rekognition face search and identi�cation technology has been

accused of serious gender bias, while Google faced an internal backlash for helping the US

government analyze drone footage using arti�cial intelligence. Despite the growing

reputational risk caused by AI failure, most companies are strategically unprepared to

respond effectively to the public controversies that accompany AI-related criticisms.

Responding to AI failures is an emerging issue – ninety percent of criticisms toward AI

have only taken place since 2018, and it may not be surprising that most organizations are

not yet strategically prepared on how to respond to AI failures. We thus put forward a

framework enabling organizations to diagnose the reputational risk of AI failures and to

develop their response strategies more systematically.

 

Building an Effective Response Strategy
In our research, we analyzed 106 cases involving AI controversy, identifying the root

causes of stakeholder concerns and reputational issues that arose. We then reviewed the

organizational response strategies, towards setting out three steps on how organizations

should respond to an AI failure in order to safeguard their reputation.
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1. Understanding the nature of failure
AI systems are applied across a wide range of contexts, and as a result, can go wrong in

many different ways. The �rst step of our analysis identi�ed three types of failure from our

case studies. The most common reputational impact from AI failure derives from intrusion

of privacy, which accounts for half of our cases. Privacy has recently become a much

higher preoccupation for stakeholders. Regulatory interventions such as the EU’s General

Data Protection Regulation and the California Consumer Privacy Act have made consumers

more aware of their rights when it comes to safeguarding privacy. There are two related,

yet distinct, failures embedded here: consent to use the data, and consent to use the data

for the intended purpose.  A good example of using data without consent is the case of the

retailer Target that actively mined consumer data without consent in order to deliver new

revenue opportunities.  Yet privacy violation can also occur when using data that has

obtained with consent, but used for a purpose not consented for. For example, DeepMind

accessed data from 1.6 million patients in a London hospital trust to develop its healthcare

app streams. Despite implied consent of using patient data to support individual care and

treatment, neither the hospital nor DeepMind explicitly told patients that their information

would be used to develop the app.

The second most common reputational impact of AI failure is algorithmic bias, which

accounts for thirty percent of our cases. It refers to reaching a prediction that

systematically disadvantages (or even excludes) one group for example based on personal

identi�ers such as race, gender, sexual orientation, age, or socio-economic background.

Biased AI prediction can become a signi�cant threat to fairness in society, especially when

attached to institutional decision-making. For example, the Apple Credit Card launched in

2019 was providing larger credit lines to men than women, with – in one reported case – a

male tech entrepreneur being given a credit limit twenty times that of his wife despite her

having the higher credit score.

The third reputational impact of AI failure arises from the problem of explainability. These

account for fourteen percent of our cases. Here AI is often described as a ‘black box’ from

which people are not able to explain the decision that the AI algorithm has reached. The

criticism – or concerns – stem from the fact that people are usually only informed of the
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�nal decisions made by AI, whether that be loan grants, university admission or insurance

prices, but at the same time have no idea how or why the decisions are made. This problem

has become a concern of in increasing public interest concern, as AI systems are making

decisions that are directly affecting human well-being. Key examples include embedding

AI in in medical image analysis, as well as using AI to guide autonomous vehicles. The

ability to understand decisions that these AI systems make is under increasing scrutiny,

especially when ethical trade-offs are involved.

Looking across all 106 AI failure cases, the most frequent problems are privacy and bias

(see Figure 1). Together they amount to more than four out of �ve failure cases. The

common theme that runs across these failures is the integrity of the data used by the AI

system. AI systems work best when they have access to lots of data. Organizations face

signi�cant temptations to acquire and use all the data they have access to irrespective of

users’ consent (‘data creep’) or neglect the fact that customers have not given their explicit

consent for this data to be used (‘scope creep’). In both cases, the �rm violates the privacy

rights of the customer by using data it had not been given consent to use in the �rst place,

or to use for the purpose at hand.

Figure 1: Incidence of AI failure modes (n=106)

The bias problem is often referred to as ‘algorithmic bias’  – yet algorithms are value-free

and inherently agnostic. Grasping the contextual nature of protected variables, such as

age, race, gender and sexual orientation, requires a cognitive understanding that is beyond
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their reach. The root cause for algorithmic bias rests �rmly with the veracity of the data

uses. Bias can emerge when customer preferences shift and machine learning models are

not retrained. As they work with increasingly outdated data (which they were trained on),

their predictions become biased (‘model creep’). But even with up-to-date data, AI models

can ‘learn’ from the inherent bias in the real-world data, so that their prediction can

reinforce or replicate the existing bias. In short, data integrityunderpins the vast majority

of AI failures. Having that clear sense of what lies at the heart of AI failure is vital to

understand how a given failure is perceived by stakeholders, and how these failings

translate into reputational harm.

2. Understanding the nature of the criticism
Organizational reputations are the result of dyadic interactions between stakeholder

perceptions of the organization’s actions and information signals sent by that

organization. Organizations have choices about the different actions and messaging it

adopts with different stakeholders.  Hence the key to addressing reputational risks arising

from AI failures is to analyze the different perceptions behind the criticism, as different

perceptions demand different signaling strategies.

We posit that the stakeholders’ perception of AI failures can be grouped into two

independent yet equally important dimensions: perceptions of capability, and perceptions

of character. Stakeholders make two primary types of reputational assessments of an

organization. On the one hand, they are concerned about what the organization is capable

of doing, so that they judge it by its abilities and resources.  On the other hand, people pay

attention to what the organization would likely to do when faced with different

circumstances, that is, whether its intentions and goals are benevolent or malevolent.

In light of an AI failure, stakeholders will consider either or both of these two dimensions. 

With reference to perceptions of capability, stakeholders will come to a judgement on

whether they perceive the organization to be competent in developing and managing its AI

technology.  Given that most stakeholders have limited access to such information as

resources owned by an organization, appropriateness of the algorithms and quality of the

training data, they tend to judge the capability of the organization based on whether the AI
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system works or not, that is, how accurate, reliable and robust the AI system is. In this

sense, an organization can suffer reputation loss if it is unable to deliver promised or

expected performance. An example here is IBM, which had promised to create an ‘AI

doctor’ that offered speedy and accurate diagnosis and prescription for patients. However,

as the company rolled out the product and it consistently failed to deliver on its core

promise, it lost the con�dence of the public.

With reference to perceptions about the organizational character in AI failure,

stakeholders decide whether they perceive the organization’s decisions and responses to

be appropriate. In this sense, they are assessing the organization’s approach to governance

as well as perceptions of the moral and ethical belief systems of its leaders. Organizations

often think of their AI solely in technological terms, focusing on the desired positive

capability impacts. However, stakeholders’ AI concerns often are not primarily focused on

these technical aspects. Instead, they are focused on what AI strategies reveal about the

values and priorities of the organization itself. It is partly because of the fact that

organizations deploying AI tend to focus more on the capability improvements so that they

are often caught by surprise by reactions that draw on technical failures as indicators of

organizational character. For example, Facebook has been criticized for sending micro-

targeted advertisements to users based on information harvested from their pro�les which

help Facebook predict purchasing behavior. While such actions do not cross legal limits on

data use, stakeholder responses to this activity indicate that they dislike the way in which

Facebook seeks to try to weaponize our own data against ourselves for their own pro�t.

The way stakeholders perceive an AI project is rather like the process by which HR

assesses potential job candidates. On the one hand, they test if the candidates have the

knowledge, skills and capabilities required to perform the job. On the other hand, they are

interested in the moral and ethical values of the candidates, assessing whether these align

with the stated purpose and mission of the organization. Ideal candidates are the ones that

pass both the capability and character test.

We coded all cases how stakeholder sentiment was re�ected through an analysis of

national, regional and trade media commentary. As shown in Figure 2, a pattern that yields

further insights emerges: Privacy AI failures are most commonly attributed to perceived

bad character (accounting for forty-three percent of all cases), while bias AI failures are
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more commonly attributed to shortfalls in the organization’s perceived capability

(accounting for twenty-four percent of all cases). Explainability failings are, likewise, most

attributed to perceptions of bad capability (accounting for eleven percent of all cases). This

indicates that stakeholders do not just attribute failure to explain how AI works to some

desire to hide the truth (bad character), but rather to a lack of technical competence (bad

capability) in being able to do so.

Figure 2: Prevalence of AI failure modes by stakeholders’ perception of �rms’ capability and

character.    (The size of the area denotes prevalence.)



3. Developing an effective response strategy
To minimize reputation damage caused by AI failures, organizations need to align

responses to these stakeholder concerns. Stakeholder concerns emerge most visibly when

two different value systems come into con�ict with one another. It is when the reasonable

expectations of stakeholders – including employees, customers, suppliers, regulators and

politicians – fail to meet the actions and value systems of the organization that



reputational damage occurs. To respond well, organizations and their leaders need to be

acutely aware of stakeholder expectations. Response strategies need to start with this in

order to focus on the right signals to be effective.

Our �ndings show that bad capability perceptions usually arise from technical failures,

such as those seen in bias and explainability cases. Technical failings require a focus on

technical �xes, with effective response strategies focusing on implementing speci�c

technical interventions, for example debugging or upgrading algorithms. These types of

interventions can effectively address capability reputation issues, but only over time. 

Scholars have argued that capability reputations are sticky.  Two speci�c elements

underpin this:  �rst, that creating a reputation for competence in the �rst place takes time,

as stakeholders have to see consistent and continued evidence that the organization is

capable in its chosen �eld; and second that once an organization has a reputation for

competence, it has to display incompetence several times over for this reputation to be

challenged.

For those organizations facing capability-led reputational attacks, it will be important for

them to highlight to stakeholders that technical �xes take time, and to make credible

statements that they will keep investing until the solution is found.  As an example,

Microsoft released an AI chatbot called Tay on Twitter in early 2016. Within one day, the

chatbot unexpectedly produced racist and sexually inappropriate tweets. Although the

engineers reacted immediately by removing wording that was unacceptable words, the

underlying problem persisted. In response, Microsoft’s head of research issued a public

apology, while focusing their actions on �xing the problem rather than shutting the

chatbot down. Microsoft went on to state that Tay ‘has had a great in�uence on how

Microsoft is approaching AI’, later launching its second-generation chatbot – now renamed

‘Zo’ – which eliminated the problem.

Bad character perceptions, by contrast, arise primarily from perceptions of poor

governance or poor culture. Privacy violation is a case in point: Failing to ensure consent

for using data is �rst and foremost a breakdown in governance, not a technical issue that

can be �xed. Unless the response from the organization addresses the underlying

problems, stakeholders will be left with a sense that these problems may well reoccur in

the future. Such governance and culture reform can be conducted at multiple levels. At the
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execution level, organizations accused of privacy intrusions can add review steps in the

data collection procedure, for example including the need to demonstrate explicit consent

from users or notifying them that their data will be anonymized where appropriate.

Organizations should be explicit and transparent with stakeholders about the decisions

and choices that are being made by AI.  For example, for dating apps like Tinder or OK

Cupid, where the AI was set to capture and respond to user preferences, should be upfront

in stating that this is what the AI is programmed to do.  Even better would be an option to

‘opt out’ of the AI preferencing, or to input their own speci�c preferences. 

 

Conclusion
Recent high-pro�le cases have shown how damaging AI failure can be, involving both

reputational and �nancial repercussions. As the use of AI becomes more ubiquitous, the

incidence of AI failures will increase. Firms seeking to adopt AI systems should �rst and

foremost understand the most common nature of AI failures. As our �ndings show, these

relate primarily to the nature and use of data. Preventing data creep, scope creep, and the

use of biased training data will prevent a majority of AI failures. Yet the development of AI

is moving fast so not all failures will be prevented by looking at past failure modes. When

responding to an AI failure, �rms must assess stakeholders’ perception of the failures –

whether these relate to capability, character or both – and respond with interventions

aimed at matching the reputational dimension in question.
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